Exhibit B
--- On Sat, 4/20/13, Randolph Voller <ncdemchair@gmail.com> wrote:

From: Randolph Voller <ncdemchair@gmail.com>
Subject: Attention Union County
To: "Diane Little" <trubludem1@gmail.com>
Cc: fdeese@gmail.com, domanski49@hotmail.com, tiffanywilson04@hotmail.com,
moralen88@yahoo.com
Date: Saturday, April 20, 2013, 12:32 PM
Dear Union County Dems:
It has been a busy last two weeks as the party prepares for its conventions.
Based on the information the NCDP has received regarding Union County please note the
following:
As it pertains to party building and county conventions the Plan of Organization stipulates that
the first vice chair has the direct responsibility to:
1. Preside at county executive committee meetings and county conventions in the absence of
the chair;
(1st VC Diane Little to preside at today's convention in chair's absence.)
2. Plan and organize committee meetings and county conventions;
3. Notify precinct chairs as to the number of votes that each precinct is entitled to cast at the
county executive committee and the county conventions;
4. Serve as the coordinator for all precinct and party organizing efforts within the county, in
consultation with other officers and consistent with the strategic plan approved by the county
executive meeting.
Given the information that has been received by the NCDP regarding Union County and
preparations leading up to the county convention, I strongly advise the following:
1. Work with Ms. Little openly and transparently to determine the number of votes each precinct
is entitled to cast at the convention;
2. In light of the strong possibility that due to issues that have been raised to the NCDP, the
Democratic Party in Union County should consider rescheduling its election of officers, etc, for
2013-2015 until there is a clear agreement on delegates, access to delegates, etc.
This could potentially be accomplished by recessing the convention and renoticing it for a time
between 4/27 and 5/4 or by mutual agreement among all the parties in attendance at the
convention today.
Failure to do so could lead to complaints by various Democrats within Union County regarding
today's election with the distinct possibility of new elections being ordered.
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It is imperative that we remember that we are all Democrats and that our opponents are
Republicans. Building our county parties is about multiplication and addition not division and
subtraction.
We should model the behavior within the party that we desire to see in the public elections held
every year in our communities.
And thus I sincerely hope that we can come together and focus on winning the battle of ideas
and winning elections in North Carolina.
Best Regards,
Mayor R. Voller, NCDP Chair
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